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Er or est? Help your TEENren learn to recognise the difference between these two suffixes with
these handy worksheets. Each page features a set of fill-in-the-blank. A spelling patterns
worksheet about nouns and verbs that end in Y. For 2nd, 3rd, 4th grade levels, to help with
spelling skills. Click here!
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A spelling patterns worksheet about nouns and verbs that end in Y. For 2nd, 3rd, 4th grade
levels, to help with spelling skills. Click here! This worksheet helps your TEENren learn to
convert words using the suffixes 'ed' and 'ing'. Can they change the words and complete all the
sentences? Er or est? Help your TEENren learn to recognise the difference between these two
suffixes with these handy worksheets. Each page features a set of fill-in-the-blank.
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Spelling changes occur in the stems of several groups of -er verbs in the present tense. These
spelling changes reflect the pronunciation of the present tense forms. THORN COUNTY
PRIMARY C:\ATestFolder\newcont\ianlangpt2\adjectives - adding er est.doc Adding –er and
–est. Add –er or –est to the adjectives in brackets to. This worksheet helps your TEENren learn
to convert words using the suffixes 'ed' and 'ing'. Can they change the words and complete all the
sentences?
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About this site. The Math Worksheet Site is the premier website for customizable math
worksheets on the internet. Whether you are teaching TEENgartens how to count. Er or est?
Help your TEENren learn to recognise the difference between these two suffixes with these
handy worksheets. Each page features a set of fill-in-the-blank. A spelling patterns worksheet
about nouns and verbs that end in Y. For 2nd, 3rd, 4th grade levels, to help with spelling skills.
Click here!
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A powerpoint presentation showing the spelling rules associated with how to add ‘er’ and ‘est’ to
adjectives. Bold graphics and animations throughout, with. This worksheet helps your TEENren

learn to convert words using the suffixes 'ed' and 'ing'. Can they change the words and complete
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Er or est? Help your TEENren learn to recognise the difference between these two suffixes with
these handy worksheets. Each page features a set of fill-in-the-blank. We add -er to a short
adjective to form its comparative, and -est. to form its superlative. We sometimes double the final
letter of the adjective when we do this:
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This packet has activities for Comparative endings: er and est and verb ending ed and. ..
Grammar Worksheets (cut and paste sorts for grammar review).
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There are three major groups of regular verbs in French: verbs with infinitives ending in -er,
verbs with infinitives ending in -ir, and verbs with infinitives ending. A spelling patterns
worksheet about nouns and verbs that end in Y. For 2nd, 3rd, 4th grade levels, to help with
spelling skills. Click here!
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the. Some common suffixes are -er, -est, -ful, -less, and -ness. Grade 4 Theme 1: Journeys.
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Here you'll find helpful spelling rules worksheets so students can recognize and avoid many of
the. Some common suffixes are -er, -est, -ful, -less, and -ness. Er or est? Help your TEENren
learn to recognise the difference between these two suffixes with these handy worksheets. Each
page features a set of .
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Adding –er and –est. Add –er or –est to the adjectives in brackets to. Spelling changes occur in
the stems of several groups of -er verbs in the present tense. These spelling changes reflect the
pronunciation of the present tense forms. There are three major groups of regular verbs in
French: verbs with infinitives ending in -er, verbs with infinitives ending in -ir, and verbs with
infinitives ending.
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